
 What is Quantum Wave Nutrition?  At the heart of quantum theory is
the fact that quantum energy, like electrons, can behave both as
particles and as waves. These waves carry information, energy, and
frequencies that resonate throughout the universe. Quantum Wave
Nutrition harnesses these wave frequencies, capturing their inherent
energy and information, and directing it towards nutrition and healing in
the body.
 
Every cell in our body resonates at a particular frequency. When our bodies
are in a state of health, these frequencies are harmonious and balanced.
However, illness, stress, or injury can disrupt these frequencies. Quantum
wave nutrition delivered by iPatch BioEnergetic Disc Technology introduces
targeted frequencies into the body, to restore cellular balance and promote
healing.

 The immediate and profound effects witnessed by those using iPatches can
be attributed to the almost instantaneous interaction between these quantum
frequencies and our cells. 

As soon as the body receives the right frequency, cellular resonance is
restored, leading to visible and tangible results! 

 At the cutting-edge of this revolutionary approach to health -- only iPatches
utilize the revolutionary high frequency IHeRQles technology. These are not
mere patches but conduits of quantum energy, designed to deliver iHeRQles
plus many other specific frequencies to immediately address a range of health
concerns. 

Conclusion: The dawn of iPatches represents more than just a breakthrough
in quantum technology. It symbolizes the fusion of ancient wisdom that always
knew about the body's resonance and modern science that can now harness
this knowledge. By leveraging the power of quantum wave nutrition, iPatches
are paving the way for holistic healing that interacts with the very core of our
being – our cells. As more individuals experience the transformative effects of
these BioEnergetic Discs, it's evident that the future of wellness lies in the
waves of the quantum realm.

BioEnergetic Healing Discs with Quantum Wave Nutrition!
The New Frontier in Wellness
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Pain and Inflammation
Pain, at its core, is often a result of cellular imbalance. The iPatches

designed for pain and inflammation carry frequencies that resonate with
those of healthy, non-inflamed cells. Upon application, users have reported
near-instantaneous relief. By directly targeting the cells causing pain and
inflammation, these discs work at a microscopic level, realigning cellular

frequencies to restore balance and alleviate discomfort.

Joint Pain and Inflammation
Joint issues, given their debilitating nature, require targeted intervention.

iPatches for joint pain are infused with frequencies that specifically resonate
with the cells in and around joints. By rebalancing the frequencies of these
cells, the patches not only provide relief but also enhance joint mobility and

comfort.

Stress and Anxiety
The mind-body connection is profound. Stress and anxiety manifest as

tangible physical symptoms due to the disruption of cellular frequencies in
the brain and nervous system. The iPatches for stress relief are crafted to

introduce calming frequencies that soothe neural pathways, reducing
feelings of stress and unease almost immediately upon application.

Weight Loss
Weight management is a complex interplay of metabolism, appetite, and

body systems. iPatches for weight loss are a testament to the adaptability of
quantum wave nutrition. By optimizing frequencies that enhance metabolic

rates and balance other related systems, these discs support the body's
natural weight loss mechanisms.

Energy
Fatigue and lethargy are often the results of cells operating at sub-optimal
frequencies. iPatches for energy are engineered to tap into the quantum

energies, introducing frequencies that invigorate cells. This not only
rejuvenates the body but also leads to heightened levels of alertness and

vitality.



What iPatch users are saying...

I used iHeRQules + Pain and
Inflammation iPatch and
my back pain was gone in 3
days! The Joint Pain iPatch
took my shoulder pain I
have had for 3 years away in
3 days. I also used the
Stress and Anxiety iPatch
and was finally able to
sleep! --   Ernestine W. 

 I started using the Energy
iPatch and I am no longer
tired like I use to be. I am
now staying up late with
complete focus and I have
steady energy all day long! -
- Ashif S. 

I have lost six pounds so far
and feel great since starting to
use the Weight Loss iPatch! I
am not as hungry and feel very
good energy throughout the
day. I also have not had many
food cravings. Thank you for
creating a very easy and
healthy way to facilitate my
weight loss goals. 

MIost of my back pain was
gone within fifteen minutes
when I put on the Pain and
Inflammation iPatches!  I now
notice  more flexibility and
ease of movement.-- Curt H. 

I applied Energy and Pain and
Inflammation iPatches as

suggested and the Joint Pain
iPatch on a very old hip injury--

what a relief. I am a senior and

my energy has increased and

the pain has subsided! Thank

you.  -- Mel B.

I started using the Weight Loss
and Appetite Suppressant  
iPatch one week ago, and I
have already lost 12 pounds!! It
suppresses my appetite, so I
don’t get hungry. This is a
dream come true for anyone
who needs to lose weight!
 --Sue C.

I had a lot of pain in my left
shoulder and neck. I put on a
Pain and Inflammation iPatch
and within minutes I noticed
the pain was better and later
in the day my pain was totally
gone!

I have used all the other
patches on the market and was
never impressed!  But all the
iPatches with iHeRQles
frequencies are amazing and
work immediately! -- Kare P. 

Within 10 minutes of putting on
the Stress and Anxiety iPatch I
felt calmer! I am also able to
sleep so much better at night ...
all night!  I even get up feeling
rested!  Amazing. --Margie V. 

For more info contact: 



You can create significant
income 

with iPatch...
And enhance your life..

 
After seeing what iPatch and IHeRQles

can do for you, why not help your loved
ones get rid of their pain, increase joint

mobility, release stress and anxiety, 
curb weight loss and hunger, 

and increase energy?

           The Proof is in the iPatch!
           Aim for one person a day to share an iPatch with ... or more.
           And see why success is proven.
We believe that if people have an issue and you have a solution, you should share your solution
and improve their lives. This will enrich your life by helping others. The iPatch is that solution.

First, ask them to rate their pain or issue level from one to ten.

Then, place an iPatch on their left shoulder. Tell them this bioenergetic disk is effective for three
days and ask them to note any changes in their pain level during this time.

Write down their pain level - Set a reminder “calendar appointment” on your phone for three
days. Label the reminder with your prospect's name and their level of pain, so that you have that
information when you speak with them next and can refer to it when you follow up with them after
three days.

The day after you put a iPatch on them, drip-feed testimonials via text message — amazing iPatch
stories that relate to their issue, so they can see the results others have experienced.

After three days, contact them and inquire about their pain level while using the iPatch. In most
cases, there is a noticeable difference within the first few hours or days.

The proof really is in the iPatch.

The only thing left to do is ask your prospect if this change was significant in their life and if they
would like to learn how they can continue to be pain-free and acquire some for themselves.

Simplicity is the key to changing lives for the better.
So, go iPatchen.   By helping others ... compensation follows.

It's simple...


